‘any collective activities
p3farmed by social insects result ial complex
spatiotemporal patterns.
Ethologists are often tempted to assume that such complex patterns
at the colony level can be generated only by complex individuals,
that is, by i~(~~vic~i~a~~
who are able
to take into account nmerous parameters to moclu~ate their behaviours. Theories of sel8-o~ganlzatlon
(SO)
(originally developed in the
context of physics and chemistry
in order to describe the emergence
of macroscopic patterns out of prucesses and interactiotis defined at
the microscopic level’,“) can be
extended to ethol;gical systems,
particularly social insects, to show
that complex collective behaviours may emerge from interactions among individuals that exhibit simple behaviours. In these
cases, there is no need to invoke
individual complexity.
Recent research shows that SO
is indeed a major component of a
wide range of collective phenomena in social
SO in insect

insects:‘.
societies,

But work

on

leads to the coliective selection of
th? shortest path, as evidenced by
a related experiment, where the
nest is separated from a single
food source by a bridge with two
branches (Box I).
In bees, food source selection
relies. not on chemical trails, but
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and more
genrerally in ethology, is c&ly overlooked IaWause the emphasis of SO
is on how’i collective behaviours
causally result from the individual level: SO does not expiicitly deal with the co~~~~)~en~~~~ta~ tion
COlkCtiW
patterns of activity appeared in
cou
evoolution.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile and important to understand
the proximate mechanisms that have evolved through nata_rai selection and that may have affected the evo!utionary
ath”. Discussing evolutionary issues without understanding how behaviours are actually implemented and what
parameters may influence them may become a dangerous
abstraction.
II in
ion c
he study of various
aspects ofsocial Bifein insects. A choice between two equivalent food sources by ants can be performed collectively by
means of SO: forage, s are initially evenly ~~st~~~~~~tet~
between
the two sources blft one of
s randomly becomes
slightly favous
and
may be anlplified by
recruitment, s e the
there are at a given
source, the more in&v
pecially id pheromone
trails are invol
richer, foragers exploiting this source lay more trail than
those exploiting the poorer source, leading the colony to se
lect, the richer source3. Similarly, the interplay between recruitment and travel time or individual orientational memoryG
CoPYrEM 6 1997. Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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argucds that SO is also at work in
the development of the characteristic pattern of brood, pollen and
honey on the combs of honeybee
colonies (Box 3).
Self-organization can help to
describe many aspects of building
activities”-I’. In this context, it is
often combined with the mechanism of stigmergy. Stigmergy is a
notion introduced
by Gras&z
ruinsma, PhD Thesis, Land-

describe the indirect comm~~icatfon taking plac
anWllg ~~d~v~~~~~
termites throug
dynamical!y evolving features nf a
structure. That is, a stimulating
c~~~fig~ra~ion triggers a building
action by a termite worker, which
transforms the co~fi~u~at~o~ into
1.
.
another configuration that may, m turn, trigger another
ifferent) action performed by the same termite
I’worker. Stigmergy can be contrasted with recies, where a set of instr tiofis specifies a se
avioursU Such a rigid

patterns of matter percGved by the insects, such as wasps,
undergo ~~a~itat~ve changes’“-1”.
Other examples where SO can, at least partially, describe the collective activities of social insects include the
fornnaiion of trail networks and foraging patterns in many
ant species3,6,1iJR, r~yt~~~ca~ patterns of activity in ants
(~e~~~~~o~~~~‘~,z”,
Barge-prey carrying
in anW,
thermoregulation in clusters of bee$, the piling of dead bodies by
ants (Pheidole)*3, larval sorting by ants (Leptofhorax)23, or
the dynamics of colony devetopment in wasps (Polistes)2’~.
PII: .50l69~,-534?(97)0NJ4~3
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Self-organization has also been applied to the modelling
of t&e social organization, including hierarchical differentiation25-27
(the more an indfv~d~a~
wins, the more it is likely
to win), division of labour’ (t more a task is performed by
a given individual, the more ely the individual i:, to perform this task; see also Ref.25), )lnd age (or temporal) polvethism? such models are generally more speculative in
nature, because of a lack of a clear understanding of the
mechanisms underlying the phenomena, but they deserve
attention in that they constitute plausible explanations
complementing classical theories. Finally,ethological applications of SO are certainly not restricted to insect societies.
For example, many arthropod societies possess coordinated group-expressed behaviours, like cooperative foraging
in sor;,e caterpillar societies3”, or group hunting in ‘social’
spider9.
r@JpM
We
dynamical mechanisms
e so a
whereby structures appear at the global level of a system
from interactions among its lower-level componentsl,? The
rules specifying ‘the interactions among the system’s constituent units are executed on the basis of purely local information, without referen
is an emergent property of
erty imposed upon the sys
an external order
fluence. For example, the emerging structures in the case of
foraging in ants include spatio-temporally organized neteromone trails. But how do such structures
emerge?
The basic ingredients of self-0rganiMion
(1) Positive feedbackl.2(amplification) often constitutes
the basis of morphogenesis in the context of this paper:
they are simple behavioural ‘rules of thumb'that promote
the creation of structures. Examples of positive feedback
include recruitment and reinforcement. For instance, recruitment to a food source is a positive feedback that rslies
on trail laying and trail folkswing in some ant species, or
dances in bees.
(2) Negative feedbackI,’ counterbalances positive feedps to stabilize the collective pattern: it may
take the form of saturation, exhaustion or competition. In
the example of foraging, negative feedback stems from the
lable foragers, satiation, food source
limited
at the food source, or competition
exhaus
betwee
(3) Self~~rganizationl,~
relies on the a~~~liffcationof fluctuations (random walks,errors, random task-switching,and
so on). Ii9tonly do structures emerge de
but randomness is often crucial, since
covery of new solutions, and iiuctuations can act as seeds
from which structures nucleate and grow.
(4) AHcases of SO rely on multiple interactions. A single
individual can generate a self-organized structure such as ia
stable trail provided that pheromonal lifetime is sufficient,

In expenments with L~neprti~ma hurn~le ana Laws
nge;,
a food source 1s separated from the nest by a bridge with two equally long branches A and B (Fig. aj,
Initially, both branches have the same probability of being selected: choices are
made at random. But a few more ants randomiy select branch A, where they
deposit pheromone. The greater amolfnt of ptzromona on A stimulates more ants
to choose A. and so on*. When the bridge’s branches are not the Same length
(Cand D), the shorter brancll IS SeleCted more frequently by the Same mechanism
[the amplification of initial fkJCtUatiOnS): the first ants returning to the nest take
the shofler path twice (tram the nest to the source and back], and therefore influ_
ence outgoing ants towards the short branch. Mowever, this mechanism does not
aliow switching to the shorter branch if it is preeen:ed after the longer one, becaUse the first presented branch has become too stfongly marked. With Las&
niger, another mechanism allows the selection of the shorter path. When it finds
jteelf in the middle of the long branch. this ant often realizes that it is headmg
almost perpendicularly to the required direction: tl?ls Induces ic to make a high pro
portion of ., turns on the long branch’. In this case, the combination of individual
memory for the direction to the nest or food source, plus collective trall.foliowmg
allows the systematic sel6Lhoii oi tile short branch (Fig. bi.
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dramatically at bifurcations.
For exampte, p”llars built by
termites can e nerge only if
there is a critical density of
termites. The system undergoes a bifurcatbm at this critical number: no pfllar emerges
below it, but pillars can
emerge above it (Box 4).

ees

ox 2.

when a bee finds a nectar source. she goes bath to the hive and relrnourshes tier nectar to a hive bee. Then she can either
stari to dance to Indtcate to or’ ?I bee!3 the drrectron and the drstance to the food source. or contrnue to forage at the food
source Lbtthaut recrultlng nestr,iates, or she can abandon her food source and became an uncommitted follower herself.
Ii the co!onb 5 offered two id.a ‘+rcar
. food sources a! !!F Sam? &stance from the nest. the bees exploit the two sources
symmctrlcail~, I: tlds bee? shobvn ehperlmentally that a bee has a relatively high probabrlity of dancing for a good food soti;ce
and abandoning a poor food source. These simple behav,oural rules alln:v the colony to select the better quaI@ source.
usrng a srmple mathematical model based on these obselvztrons. Camazine et JI.’ have confinned that foragers can home
fn on the best food source through a positive feedback created by dlfferentral rates of dancing and abandonment based upon
nectar source quality, The figure shoves a schematrc representatron of foraging activity: dectsion points, C,: ‘become a follower?’
and C,: ‘become a dancer?’ are indicated by black diamonds.

Bees F hive
unloadiq
ixctar
frarrl :.ource 5

Bees at hiwe
unloading nectar
from source

a
unjversal mechanism. Other
mechanisms can &ape collective activiticc. For instance,
the 0rganizafiopn
d s0nPe activities,
such as worker foraging in wasps:Q, has been inter
preted as resulting
from
active regulation and control

A

13s~

at hive

on that is redistributed to the workers through
stinaferMiofas. Another tflass-

lollowlrlg

dancers

Ekxs

Bees foraging
at nectar
source A

runent. This prepattern can
result from ~at~~a~gradil?nts,
fields or heterogeneities that
are ex@uited by the colony.
Many am species (including
~~(.~nt~?~l~~siscustofhd3,
Firrrrkr pdyctmcs and Mj5 nica
nrbro~‘~~)make use of temperzture and humidity gradfents
to build their nests and spatially distribute eggs, larvae
and pupae. The prepattern
can also be the body shape
an animal, as illustrated
the example of the construction of the royal chamber in
ternntes f$Kfl~do~r~es sub~y~~~~~s) (see Box 5) (O.H.
Bruinsma, PhD Thesis, Landbo~~~logesc~~~~~)~,
The Nether-

dancmg

for source

A

Sorlrce

A

Source

B

Bees fat aging
tit nectar
source A

also play an important role in
shaping individual
behavio~r”~. These factors can
somethneca”\-c
I-\0~ombfqqrf
I..... ~6th
.. .. 1
Signatures
SC).For r~ample. we have assumed for clarity throughout
this article that all iffdivithfats in the colony are identjca!
units: this inaccurate view of reality served oo
showing that complex patterns can emerge in
(‘2) The possible coexistence of several sta
of simple interacting identicaB individuals. S~~~-or~a~lizat~o~
~rn~~tistab~~~t~):
because structures emerge by ~~~~~~~~cat~o~ does not, however, require identical ind~v~d~a65 and can
of random deviations, any such deviation can be a
work, possibly even fnoye efficiently, when individuahs
the system converges to one (among several)
belong to
rent CaSteSor hav
rent response threshstable states, depending on initial conditions.
olds to p
mone trails or to
stimuli: in the latter
(3) The existence of bifurcations when some parameters
case, SO can make use of these different thresholds to organare varied: the behaviour of a self-organized system changes
ize collective behaviomr+“s.

1

---

iori
based on SO are aimed at elucidating the proxianisms that allow the emergence of collective
structures. They do not deal explicitly with the question
of why such collective structures and their associated selforganized mechanisms appeared in the course of evolution.
In that respect, SO does not contradict but rather complements theories of evolution, and must not be considered as
an argument in fxirour of any specific theory (such as group
selection theory33 because it does not focus on the same
issues. It is clear, however, that evolution has had to deal
with ‘implementation issues’4.5.37.Recognizing the importance of SO as a major set of organizing mechanisms, and
understanding how SO may be at work in many instances of
C”II\-~~~.
--‘l--ig=rnb h~h~=iw:s,
“CllU *IV
will a:bw a better understanding of
evolution itself.
How

does

selection

operate

on self-organizing

phenotypes?

Selection can operate on parameters or factors that infiuence colony-level structures, be these se~f~or~an~zed or
noPJ”. Such factors include response thresholds to stimuli,
the behavioural output resulting from these stimuli, or specific properties of chemicals used as alarm, construction or
trail pheromones: changing these factors undoubtedly
changes global patterns and the conditions under which
they can emerge and be maintained. For example, the volatility of a pheromone can affect foraging trails - a property
that is essential in defining the efficiency of a colony in a
given environment, and that may have coevolved with other
features, such as colony size”, since a volatile trail pheromone requires more individuals to maintain stable trails.
Self-organized systems are not necessarily adaptive39 or
even cooperative (the very notion of cooperation is absent
when SO occurs in physical or chemical systems), but natural selection, operating on parameters that modulate individual and coiony-level properties, has certainly picked the
forms of self-organization that we see in social insects because they are adaptive or cooperative:‘H:i”. In particular, in
the examples treated in this article, SO
emergent adaptive and/or cooperative p
Sstne §@lf-organizing

evolution

strategies

A characterisbc
uell-organtred
pattern develops on the combs of honeybee
colonies. This pattern consists of three concentrrc regions (a central brood area, a
surrc,undrng rim of pollen. and a large ,o~nh-r
_. p ,,_, yI m-l*ac68utt
01 hofieyj,
resuiiing.
10 p
large extent. from a self-organrred process based on local information. The model
relies on the following assumpttons suggested by experimental observarons:
(11 The queen moves more ar less randomly over the combs and lays most eggs
in the neighbourhood of cells already occupied by brood. Eggs remain in place for
21 days.
(2) Honey and pollen are deposited rn randomfy selected avarlable celfs.
(3) Four bmes as much honey is brought back io the hive than pollen.
(4) Typical removakinput ratios for honey and pollen are 0.6 and 0.95. res,lect!vely.
(5) Removal of honey and pollen is ufoportional to the number of surrounding cells
containing brood.
Simulations of a celkrfar automa?on based on :%se rules8 are shown below. ‘The
figure shows four successive steps In the formation of the concentnc regrons of
brood (grey circlesl. pollen (red circilt~r and honey (yellow circles). Rules 1 and 5
ensure the growth of a central compact brood area ii me nrst eggs are iaru approximntely at the centre of the comb. tioney and pollen are initially randomly mrvcd
(rule 2). but rules 3 and 4 rmnly that pe!ron ceils are more likely to be emptied and
refilled with honey. thus pollen located In the periphery IS removed and replaced by
honey. fhe only cells available for pollen are those surroundtng the brood area,
because they have a high turnover rate. The adopbve functron of this pottorn is
discussed in Ref. 8.

may be favoured by

organizing strategies may have appeared in
because of the underlying s~n~~licity of their
ecbanisms and because of the relatively weak
tons required for their emergence. Their subsequent
selection depended on their efficiency relative to the environment in which they emerge
Evolution can favour self-organizing strategies that take
advantage of existing biological ir~p~erne~~tations or mecbanisms. For instance, a species of ant can be capable of piling
seeds, larvae and dead bodies by means of .?O””40,11:
whereas
the processes of recognition involved in each of these different dctivities certamly rely on different signals, the logical mechanisms of attraction and amplification that lead to
piles and clusters are ver
absence of any clear-cut
involved in space exploration, food recruitment and defence recruitment (territorial marking) in many ant species14
here, both the logical mechanisms (trail tagring-trail following) and the signals (pheromones) are simijar in these different activities.
BAnother reason why SO may be widespread is tbat the
same individual-level behaviours may be used to generate
different collective responses in different environments. For

~~~~_~_~____~~______~~._~__~~_.~__

____.
.__
_^_..

The termrte Macrotermes uses solI pellc ;s impre&nated with pheromone to hurld
pillars. Tee successrve l:!ias es ta!te place”. Rrst. the non-coordrnated phase IS
characterized by a random deposrtion of pellets. Thus phase lasts untrl one a! the
deposits reaches a crrhcal srze. Then, the coordrnatron phase starts If thr group
of buriders !s sufrcrently large: prllars or stnps en;ergs. The exrstencc of an rnrtral
deposrt of so11 pellets strmulates worhe’s to accumulate more maternal through rl
posrtive feedback mechanrsm, srnce the accumulation oi material reinforces the
attracttvrty of deposrts through the dtffusrng pneromonc emrtted by the oeflets
(0.W. Brurnsma. PhB Thesis. Landbouwhogeschool,
The Netherlands. 19 19). Thrs
autocatalybc ‘snowball effect’ leads to tho coordinated phase. If the number of
butiders IS too small. the pheromone dtsappears between two succr?ssive tnps by
the workers, and the ampkhcabon mechanrsm cannot work; only the non-coordrnated
phase IS observed. lhere IS. therefore, no need to mvokc a change of behaViOUr
by the parbcrpants rn the transition from the non-coordinated to the coordrnated
phase: it IS merely the result of an Increase rn group We.
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pheromone t’iai diffuses and cieates a pheromonal
template In
the ton-n of a decreasmg gradlent around her (see figure below).
tt has been shown experimentally
that a concentration
window
(or threshold) exists that controls the workers’ building acbvities:
a worker deposits a soil Dellet if the concentration
cf pheromone
(C) IS witnm this aindow [C,,,,. C,,] or below the threshold (O.H.
Brumsma. PhD Thesis, landbauwhogeschool.
The Netherlands,
1979). Qthewise.
tney do not depisrl
any pellet or even destroy
existing walls. If one places a freshly lcil~el physog;:trl*
q1!1?@~I”
various positrons, walls arc! built at a more or 1~5s constant ck
tance tram the queen’s body, followq
Its contours, whole a wax
dummy of tk queen dots not sbrnulate
construction.
In thts
descriptinn
wr iW;c rnMM
f0i %tmp:lcity, lactllr stIrnull and other
phcromonc?s.

such as comcnt

and ball pheromones.

that lacllitate

the recruitment.
cootdlnation and orientation of individual workers,
and that detcrmlnc the detalled shark? of the reconstructed
cham
bei: the major organlrlng role IS played by tho qciccn’s ~Uoing
pheromone. wl~~ch crcatcs a chcm~cal tomplatc. Not~cc that 111con
trast with self-organlzatlon
(SOI. the productlun of pattcrcs b;cs~rl
on trmplates
does not rrqlilri‘ a crltlc:ll ~numher of Indlriduals, ,Ind
does not exhibit multlstabllity.

example, Franks ef 1.21.
it4have shown with a combination of
computer simulations and field experiments that the dldfercwt
exploratory p&terns of army ant species could result from
different spatial ~istr~b~~io~s of their prey and not necessarily from differences in individual
behaviour.
Tkse
simulations do riot imply that individuals of all species of army
ants have exactly the same behaviour, but sugpt
that bebavioural rules may be qualitatively similar in all sl~ci~s.
possibly b~ause ofcommon ancestors: evolulion
may then
have moclwlated these rules quantitatively (by changing rcsponse tbresholtls or specitic cbcmicals).

nization of insect societies can be better understood usin experimen
and theoretical approaches basec!
011 SO. If current resear
is aimed at showing the exis~enri~
of self-organizing processes in social insects, future work
should undertake the study of such proximate mechanisms
in a broad evolutionary
perspective that would in turn be
enriched by the inclusion of knowledge abobat proxilndte
causes.
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Henderson and Sutherland1 correctly note the
disparity between economists and ethologists’
interpretations of discounting. Fortunately. the
difference has lImIted ethical import. since neither
mterpretatlon validly represents values accruing in
the future.
Economists believe that relative values at
different times result from compound-interest
gr~Gh ui investment revenues. The later thar a
cash flow occurs, the shorter the period of
subsequent growth, and the lower its vatLe.
However, this implies discounting for latencsb at
the rate of interest only if total fenvestment
occurs throughout the period: for environmental
values. that might be many centuries. In reality.
such unremitting reinvestment is unknown:
0-~5% reinvestment is more normal. As El Serafy2
artlessly admits: ‘the setting aside of part of the
proceeds in reinvestment is only a metaphor.’ And
metaphorical reinvestment pays no real future
dividends: it is irrelevant to transformation of real
values through time.
Slgmficantly, many environmental ‘products’.
such as wildlife or pollution. are not exchanged for
cash, so provide no imeans of monetary
reinvestment.
Etholo&ists deduce hyperbolic discount
functions from people’s choices and expressed
preferences. Unlike the economists’ formulation.
the hyperbolic formulation has no theoretical
foundation: it just fits the data. However,
inconsistent preferences with a changing time
perspective undermine ethologists’, as much as
economists’, interpretations. The relative
TREE
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weightings of middle-distant and long-term future
change as the middle-distant becomes the
immedtate future. Even worse, retrospective
preferences, often expressed as regrets about
past choices, may reverse with further time lapse:
the long-term future (now it is the present) counts
more than the middle-distant future. now It is the
middle-distant past.
These inconsistencies are simply explarned: an
incorrect hypothesis has been tested. Preference
for immediate over distant does not imply
preference for earlier over later. It is not futurity
that is discounted, but times-other.than-present.
(What do we want? Consumption! When do we
want it? Now! 1But Wrn ?hr?f!!!ure will eiventua!!y
become (barring global catastrophe) first the
imminent future, then the present, no point in the
future merits special weight: nor does the present,
which is ‘now’, only transiently. People’s time
preferences -whether exponential, hyperbolic or
any other form - are insufficient grounds for
discounting. even of their own futures. As for
future generations, sustainability criteria forbid
their needs being compromised3. It is unclear what
ethic entitles present people to discount future
tives4, livelihoods or environments. To put it in
plain words, which many distinguished economists
have since approved: ‘the time at which a man
exists cannot affect the value of his happiness’s.
The probability of consumption occurring and
the posslbillty of changed or satiated tastes may
genuinely reduce values over time But it is the
orcumstances of consumption. not their timing.
that justifies weightings. Moreover, changing
circumstances do not invariably diminish firiure
values. The availability of fuelwood (patchily) and
of wilderness (pervasively) is diminishing. Income
per head and nutritional standards have decltned
in many countries. Such changes require a SCarCIty

premium, not a discount, at least over the next
few decades.

Rejection of discomting does not ltsclf solve
the problem of selecting projects when investment
resources are scarce. Afforestation and
silvicultural improvement compete for funding with
many worthwhile prolects that have undiscounted
benefits that exceed their costs. However,
techniques for resolving this problem have tong
been known? surprisingly and disquielmgly, few
economists seem aware of Ihem
Many Issues concerning lulure environmental
values are unresotveo. Compared wim lhcse. 11is
unimporlant which of the two mlsfalten beliefs
about discounting - economists’ or ethologists’ is the less mistaken. Both interpretations may
have disastrous environmental consequences. but
only because people believe them.
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